PARTY
As recorded by Boston
(From the 1978 Album DON'T LOOK BACK)

Transcribed by SglCoil

Words and Music by Tom Scholz and Brad Delp

Intro
Moderate \( \frac{J}{= 100} \)
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Gr III
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\( \frac{J}{= 138} \)
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To Coda
To Dbl. Coda

Dsus4  D5  G5  F#5  G5  A5

Gtrs III, IV
**3rd time, hold G5 as a whole

E  Verse 2

G6  Dsus4  A5

G6  Dsus4  E5
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F Pre-Chorus

E6  E5  E6  E7  E6  E5  E6  A  G5/D  D5  G  D  F#m

D.S. al Coda

G5

E5

Gtrs III, IV
*Held from measure

Gtr V  f  *Pickscrape

Full  Full  Full  Full  Full  Full
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A

B

sl.  sl.
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